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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Julie – Hello we are happy to be here today to present our Research on the Extent of changes in pedestrian and bicyclist attitudes and behaviors directly after a complete streets project in Florida.



Project Background 

Fletcher Avenue, Tampa, 
FL 
 Hillsborough County 

Complete Streets Project 
 Between Nebraska Avenue 

and Bruce B Downs 
Boulevard 

 One of the highest pedestrian 
crash rates in Hillsborough 
County 

 Heavily used transit corridor 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JulieThis project focuses specifically on improving the understanding of attitudes and behaviors of users of Fletcher Avenue from Nebraska Avenue to Bruce B. Downs Boulevard to complement infrastructure investments that Hillsborough County implemented to reduce pedestrian and bicyclist crashes.  This corridor has been identified by county and state transportation professionals as having one of the highest pedestrian crash rates in unincorporated Hillsborough County, and more than 1,400 pedestrians cross Fletcher Avenue each day. Between 2009 and 2014 there were 113 pedestrian and bicycle crashes in this section of Fletcher Avenue , of which 31 resulted in incapacitating injuries, and six resulted in fatalities.  The video clip we are going to play next will provide you with images of Fletcher Avenue to help you understand the environment in a visual context.  Play video



Purpose of Research 

 To study perceptions, attitudes and behaviors 
of walking, biking and safety along Fletcher 
Avenue 

 To see if attitudes and behaviors changed 
directly after the completion of the Complete 
Streets Project 

 To determine the most effective way to educate 
and encourage Fletcher Avenue users 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Julie – The purpose of our research on Fletcher Avenue was not to count or monitor crashes or to conduct a before and after of the fatalities related to this corridor.  Our purpose was To study perceptions, attitudes and behaviors of walking, biking and safety along Fletcher Avenue,To see if attitudes and behaviors changed directly after the completion of the Complete Streets Project and To determine the most effective way to educate the users of Fletcher Avenue



Five “E” Approach 

 Engineering – Hillsborough County Complete 
Streets Project 

 Education/Encouragement – WalkWise 
Tampa Bay 

 Enforcement – Hillsborough County Sherriff 
 Evaluation – Hillsborough County 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Julie



Complete Streets 

 Complete Streets are streets for everyone. 
They are designed and operated to enable safe 
access for all users, including pedestrians, 
bicyclists, motorists and transit riders of all ages 
and abilities. Complete Streets make it easy to 
cross the street, walk to shops, and bicycle to 
work. They allow buses to run on time and make 
it safe for people to walk to and from train 
stations. 
 

 
 
 
 
 Source:  Smart Growth America (2015) Retrieved from: www.smartgrowthamerica.org 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Julie – I’m sure many of you have heard about Complete Streets, may be working on design for Complete Streets, or you may use a Complete Street in  your area. Smart Growth America defines a Complete Street as the following:  Complete Streets are streets for everyone. They are designed and operated to enable safe access for all users, including pedestrians, bicyclists, motorists and transit riders of all ages and abilities. Complete Streets make it easy to cross the street, walk to shops, and bicycle to work. They allow buses to run on time and make it safe for people to walk to and from train stations.

http://www.smartgrowthamerica.org/


Hillsborough County - Fletcher Avenue Complete 
Streets Project 

 Five midblock pedestrian crossings incorporating 
Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacons 

 One mid-block pedestrian crossing with traffic signal  

 Raised concrete pedestrian refuge islands 

 Raised concrete traffic separators 

 Bike Lanes and Wrong Way Riding Signage 

 Energy Efficient LED Street Lighting 

 Enhanced Landscaping  

 Lowered speed limit from 45 MPH to 35 MPH 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Julie – Hillsborough County implemented the following list in their Complete Streets Project for Fletcher Avenue:Five midblock pedestrian crossings incorporating Rectangular Rapid Flashing BeaconsOne mid-block pedestrian crossing with traffic signal (by Walmart)Raised concrete pedestrian refuge islandsRaised concrete traffic separatorsBike LanesEnergy Efficient LED Street LightingEnhanced Landscaping Lowered speed limit from 45 MPH to 35 MPH



Hillsborough County - Fletcher Avenue Complete 
Streets Project Rendering 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Julie – Pedestrian Safety was the focus of the Fletcher Avenue upgrades



Research Project Objectives 

Formative research with individuals who regularly 
cross Fletcher Avenue was used to clarify:  

(1) how individuals currently cross Fletcher Avenue  

(2) the willingness of individuals to properly use the crosswalks 

(3) opinions about crosswalks, including motivators and 
barriers to using crosswalks  

(4) barriers individuals experience related to not properly using 
the crosswalks (e.g. safety, time) that they would like to 
overcome  

(5) the marketing channels that individuals would respond to 
the best 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JulieThis project served as the formative research phase of a community-based social marketing approach to increase the proper use of the pedestrian crosswalks along Fletcher Avenue between Nebraska Avenue and Bruce B. Downs Boulevard.  The foundation of community-based social marketing is a customer orientation in which information is sought to better understand the people being served.  Consumer research is designed and conducted to gain a rich understanding of a priority audience’s needs and wants, values, motivators and barriers, and everyday lives.  Formative research with individuals who regularly cross Fletcher Avenue was used to clarify: (1) how individuals currently cross Fletcher Avenue  (current behavior); (2) the willingness of individuals to properly use the crosswalks; (3) opinions about crosswalks, including motivators and barriers to using crosswalks (cost/benefit); (4) barriers individuals experience related to not properly using the crosswalks (e.g. safety, time) that they would like to overcome (competition); and (5) the marketing channels that individuals would respond to the best.



Research Methodology 

Observations 

Before and after  
Complete Streets 

completion 
(Oct 2014 & Feb 

2015) 

4 signalized 
intersections 

16 hours of data 
collection each 
month 
•differing times/days of 
the week 

•schedule identical for 
both months 

On-the-Spot 
Surveys 

Before and after 
Complete Streets 

completion 
(Oct 2014 & Feb 

2015) 

4 signalized 
intersections 

Journey 
Mapping 

After Complete 
Streets completion 

(Jan 2015) 

Intercept 
Interviews 

After Complete 
Street s completion 

(Mar/Apr 2015) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AmyPedestrian and bicyclist observations, on-the-spot surveys, journey mapping, and intercept interviews were used to study perceptions, attitudes and behaviors of walking, biking and safety along Fletcher Avenue.Observational data was collected during August 2014 and again during February 2015; these months correspond to during the construction of, and after the completion of the Fletcher Avenue Complete Streets project along this corridor.  Pedestrians and bicyclists crossing at four signalized intersections along the Fletcher Avenue corridor were observed for a total of 16 hours for each month.  Each intersection was observed in two-hour increments at differing times and on different days of the week to capture varying pedestrian and bicyclist behaviors.  The days and times of the observations at each intersection were identical during August 2014 and February 2015.  A standardized observation form was developed to consistently record pedestrian and bicyclist behavior; items included mode, direction of travel, crosswalk usage, distraction, helmet use, and travel behavior.On-the-spot surveys were conducted with pedestrians and bicyclists along Fletcher Avenue during August 2014 and again during February 2015.  Individuals observed crossing Fletcher Avenue at or near one of the four signalized intersections were asked to complete a brief, on-the-spot survey regarding their reasons for traveling on Fletcher Avenue, perceptions of safety, and reasons for not using crosswalks.  As with the observations, the days and times of the on-the-spot surveys were identical during August 2014 and February 2015.In January of 2015, the research team conducted a journey map to better understand what it’s like to use Fletcher Avenue as a pedestrian.  This activity was undertaken just as the Fletcher Avenue complete streets project was coming to completion to get a feel for the new infrastructure that we are encouraging individuals to use properly.Guided by the scholarly literature, and results from the observations and on-the-spot surveys, an in-depth interview guide was developed to better understand individuals’ perceptions, wants and needs, and motivators and barriers to properly using crosswalks and bike lanes.  During March and April 2015, intercept interviews were conducted with individuals walking or bicycling along Fletcher Avenue to better understand their knowledge of pedestrian and bicycle safety and laws, their willingness to properly use crosswalks and bike lanes, and their preferred format for obtaining information.  For inclusion in this study, participants were at least 18 years of age, and travel on Fletcher Avenue between Nebraska Avenue and Bruce B. Downs Boulevard by bicycle, wheelchair, or foot on a regular basis.  Each interview lasted approximately 10-15 minutes and took place at a location convenient for the individuals participating such as on the sidewalk or in a nearby shaded parking lot.  In exchange for their participation, individuals received a reflective bag with information about the newly installed rectangular rapid flashing beacons (RRFB), as well as a $10 retail gift card.



Sample Characteristics 

  Observations      

Aug 2014 

(n = 867) 

Observations        

Feb 2015 

(n = 1,198) 

On-the-Spot 

Surveys              

Aug 2014 

(n = 173) 

On-the-Spot 

Surveys              

Feb 2015 

(n = 175) 

Intercept 

Interviews  

Mar/Apr 2015 

(n = 98) 

  Count % Count % Count % Count % Count % 

Mode 

Pedestrian 606 69.8% 899 75.1% 123 71.1% 142 81.1% 83 84.7% 

Bicycle 245 28.3% 282 23.5% 50 28.9% 32 18.3% 14 14.3% 

Wheelchair 16 1.9% 17 1.4% 0 0% 1 0.6% 1 1.0% 

Age 

  NA NA NA NA Mean 42.4 years 

Gender 

Male NA NA NA NA 72 73.5% 

Female 26 26.5% 

Access to a Private Vehicle 

Yes NA NA 53 30.8% 58 33.1% 32 32.7% 

No 120 69.2% 117 66.9% 66 67.3% 

Residence Distance from Fletcher Avenue 

Within ½ mile NA NA 81 47.1% 59 33.9% 58 59.3% 

Greater than 

½ mile 

92 52.9% 116 66.1% 40 40.7% 

     

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AmyIn August 2014, 867 individuals crossing at or near one of the four signalized intersections were observed, and in February 2015, a total of 1,198 individuals were observed.  In August 2014, 173 individuals completed surveys, and in February 2015, 175 individuals completed surveys.  Additionally, 98 individuals participated in intercept interviews in March and April of 2015.  Most individuals were pedestrians, and of the individuals surveyed and interviewed, most did not have regular access to a personal vehicle, and lived within one-half mile of the Fletcher Avenue corridor.  The age range of individuals was 18-70 years old.  (See Table 1 for full sample demographics.)



Pedestrian Observations 
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Observations - pedestrians 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AmyCrossing in one of the new crosswalksWaiting at the new signalized crosswalk at WalmartCrossing at a signalized crosswalk against signal



Bicyclist observations 

97.8% 

84.8% 

57.1% 
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Observations - Bicyclists 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AmyNo helmetsCrossing against traffic at signalized intersectionRiding against traffic in the newly installed bike lanes



On-the-spot surveys 

69.2% 

54.3% 

19.1% 

66.9% 

56.3% 

22.4% 
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No vehicle access Walks/bikes every day Walks/bikes few times per
week

Before (Oct 2014) After (Feb 2015)



Before Completion 
Oct 2014 

February 2015                    
After Completion 

Work 
11.6% Bus Stop 

7.5% 

Errands 
15.0% 

Retail  
36.4% 

Health 
Care 
6.9% 

Exercise 
5.8% 

Other 
16.8% 

Work 
13.3% 

Bus Stop 
9.8% 

Errands 
17.3% 

Retail 
30.6% 

Health 
Care 

10.4% 

Exercise 
4.1% 

Other 
14.5% 

Reason for traveling on Fletcher avenue 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AmyResults indicate that the majority of individuals were crossing Fletcher Avenue before the completion of the Complete Streets project in August 2014 to visit a retail location or to run errands; the distribution of answers is viewable in Figure 3.  Examples of answers that were included in the “other” category include:  to go home, to visit or meet a family member, to go to a party, to buy drugs, to go to a probation office, and to find a driving course.  After the completion of the Fletcher Avenue Complete Streets project in February 2015, the majority of individuals were crossing Fletcher Avenue to visit retail locations or to run errands.  Examples of answers that were included in the “other” category include: to go home, to visit a friend or family member, to go to school, to pick up a vehicle, and to go fishing.  



Reasons for not using crosswalks on Fletcher 
Avenue 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
When asked what would cause individuals to not use the crosswalk, almost half of respondents identified a barrier such as it takes too long for the traffic signals to change, or that the crosswalks are not located where they want to cross.  However, the majority of respondents stated that they always use the crosswalk on Fletcher Avenue which is consistent with the high proportion of individuals observed using the crosswalks before and after completion of the Complete Streets project.  



Before Completion 
Oct 2014 

After Completion 
Feb 2015 

Very 
Safe 

15.8% 

Safe 
44.4% 

Unsafe 
22.2% 

Very 
Unsafe 
17.5% 

Very 
safe 

13.1% 

Safe 
44.0% 

Unsafe 
26.9% 

Very 
unsafe 
16.0% 

Feelings of Safety crossing fletcher avenue 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AmyWhen survey respondents were asked how safe they feel crossing Fletcher Avenue approximately two-fifths of respondents reported feeling unsafe of very unsafe before the completion of the Complete Streets project.  After the completion of the Complete Streets project, the percentage of respondents who reported feeling unsafe of very unsafe increased slightly as shown in these figures.



Fletcher Avenue Journey Mapping 

 “Walk in their shoes” to gain a customer point of 
view 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Julie - To improve our services, as public agencies we must understand what matters to our customers and how experiences are perceived and remembered.  For this research, we looked at the customers who were the users of Fletcher Avenue, specifically the pedestrians.  For this journey map experience, we took a Walk in Their Shoes.  We will share our journey.�



First crosswalk - waiting 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Julie – We crossed at the new signalized crossing.  We pushed the button which had a nice explanation of what we should do so we felt confident; however, we waited 2 and ½ minutes to 3 minutes before we could cross which can seem like a long time when you are a pedestrian waiting.  We crossed the street and walked by the Bagels Plus.  



Sidewalk Blocked 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Julie – As we walked we witnessed driver behavior such as blocking the sidewalk in multiple locations as they pulled out of driveways to access Fletcher Avenue from Retail locations.  What would you do here?  Would you cross behind the car or would you cross in front of the car?  Pedestrians must make many decisions not always obvious.



Crosswalk signs 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Julie – There were nice new signs along the way alerting drivers to stop “here” for pedestrians.  



Bus stop 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Julie – We walked by bus stops and noticed people crossing mid-block near the stops instead of going to the new cross walks or signalized crossings.  



Waiting for signal to change 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Julie – We waited for the walk signal to change, however, the people you can see in the photo passed us as we stood waiting and made it to the other side before we received a walk signal.  



Limited Visibility at Crosswalk 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Julie – We crossed at the new mid-block crossing and heard a few people commenting about the limited visibility to see cars approaching.



Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacons 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Julie – The experience of crossing with the flashing yellow lights was overall a good experience as cars stopped almost every time.  



Sidewalk message 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Julie – The sidewalk messages are powerful and visually appealing.



Drivers blocking Crosswalk 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Julie – Again the pedestrian signal signage is easy to read and understand with the audio voice giving us instruction.  However, drivers blocked crossings and seemed inattentive at times.



Pedestrians on Fletcher Avenue 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Julie – So along the way, we learned what our customers who are pedestrians experience while walking on Fletcher first hand. Everyone was friendly on the street and overall it was a good experience.



Journey Mapping Emotional Experience 

Steps 
Walk to 

crosswalk 

Push 
crosswalk 

button 

Wait for 
signal to 
change Cross 

Walk to next 
crosswalk 

Positive  X X   X  X 

Neutral         

Negative      X X X 

Problems or 
Improvement 
Opportunities     

Pedestrian 
signals at 
intersections 
could change 
automatically 

Not sure if 
traffic lights are 
operational; 
safety – driver 
behavior 

Some 
sidewalks 
blocked; safety 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Julie – This is an example of how you can document your experience.  



Intercept Interviews 

 March/April 2015 – after 
Complete Streets completion 

 98 participants 
 83 walking 
 14 bicycling 
 1 wheelchair 

 67.3% no access to vehicle 
 85% walk daily or several times 

per week on Fletcher Avenue 
 59.3% live within ½ mile of 

Fletcher Avenue 
 8 participants homeless 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Amy



Reasons for walking/Biking along Fletcher 
Avenue 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
AmyWhen asked about the reasons why people walk and bike on Fletcher Avenue, the most common reason given by more than half of respondents was to go shopping, and people frequently identified shopping locations such as Walmart, Aldi, and Target, as well as other grocery stores and businesses.  One quarter of respondents stated that people walk and bike because they do not own or do not have access to a personal vehicle, and nearly one fifth of respondents reported people walking and biking for health reasons such as to get physical activity or as a strategy to lower blood pressure.  Other less common answers included: because it is convenient; to get to the bus stop; to get to restaurants; for leisure or pleasure; to get to work; to get to school; to save money; to get to medical facilities; and to visit friends and family.  Figure 6 depicts the distribution of responses received with regards to the reasons why people walk and bicycle on Fletcher Avenue.



Perceptions of safety on Fletcher Avenue 

 “I don’t feel safe, I feel cautious. You do right of 
way but drivers don’t care. Seventy percent of 
drivers don’t know [pedestrians have] right of way, 
are distracted, or have no signal and are turning. 
[Drivers] have tinted windows and you can’t make 
eye contact. [Drivers are] concerned that the car 
behind will blow the horn.” 
 

 “I have been here a long time, and seen the 
difference between crosswalk and no crosswalk.  
Seems safer now then when there was no 
crosswalk.” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AmyRespondents were asked to discuss whether they felt safe walking and/or biking along Fletcher Avenue.  While more than half stated that they feel safe on Fletcher Avenue, 45 of the 98 respondents reported to feel unsafe at least part of the time when they are walking and/or biking on Fletcher Avenue. Only a handful of individuals who feel unsafe discussed issues related to crime; the overwhelmingly majority of individuals who feel unsafe on Fletcher Avenue attributed their feelings to traffic related issues such as too much traffic, drivers not watching or stopping for pedestrians, and people driving recklessly.  As a secondary question, participants were asked to discuss how safe they feel while using the crosswalks on Fletcher Avenue, including the newly installed crosswalks with the rectangular rapid flashing beacons (RRFBs).  Again, about half of respondents indicated that they feel safe while using the crosswalks on Fletcher Avenue, while half responded that they feel unsafe at least part of the time.  Individuals who elaborated on why they felt unsafe identified issues such as vehicles not yielding at the crosswalks, previous crash experiences by themselves or a family member/friend, distracted drivers, turning vehicles at intersections, vehicles speeding, low visibility in the crosswalks (especially at night), and issues with the crosswalk signals not working properly.  As several participants stated:Individuals who responded that they felt safe discussed reasons such as drivers must yield to pedestrians in the crosswalks, the crosswalks have appropriate lighting and signals, and that they are always alert of their surroundings.



Rectangular Rapid flashing beacon (RRFB) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Amy



Ways to stay safe on Fletcher Avenue 

 “Look before you cross. Be very careful and watch for 
cars because they don’t stop. Be cautious, look both 
ways and take a second look.” 
 

 “Pay attention to surroundings. Be aware. Just 
because you are paying attention doesn’t mean 
others are.” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AmyWhen asked what types of things a person can do to ensure that they stay safe while walking and/or biking on Fletcher Avenue, nearly half of individuals discussed the importance of staying alert and aware of their surroundings.  For example, as stated by some participants:  Look before you cross. Be very careful and watch for cars because they don’t stop.  Be cautious, look both ways and take a second look.   Pay attention to surroundings.  Be aware.  Just because you are paying attention doesn’t mean others are. Many participants also discussed the importance of staying on the sidewalks while walking, and using crosswalks and following the crosswalk signals when needing to cross the street.  Other less common responses included providing more driver education to vehicle drivers, appropriate gear such as bike lights, helmets, footwear and bright colored clothing, not walking alone, and carrying a weapon. 



Fletcher Avenue 



Perceptions of Fletcher Avenue crosswalk users 

 “Elderly are more careful than young teens.” 
 
 “Children with them, families [use crosswalks].” 
 
 “Kids and teens and men don’t use [crosswalks] and 

when they do use [crosswalks], they don’t wait for 
the light to change.” 
 

 “Younger don’t understand life itself, [they] take 
more chances which is how people get hit.” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AmyRespondents were asked to identify characteristics of the people who they see using crosswalks along Fletcher Avenue.  Almost half of respondents characterized people who use crosswalks as families with children, and elderly or older adults.  Respondents gave answers such as, “elderly are more careful than young teens”, “older, more mature [persons], not young [persons]”, “children with them, families [use crosswalks]”, and “parents with children use crosswalks”. Other common answers included women, individuals who are disabled or in wheelchairs, and people in groups.  Very few respondents identified men or younger individuals as people who they see using crosswalks along Fletcher Avenue.  As a follow up question, respondents were asked what characteristics describe individuals who do not use crosswalks; the overwhelming majority identified young males as those individuals who do not use crosswalks.  Answers received included: 



Barriers to Using Crosswalks on Fletcher Avenue 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
AmyRespondents were asked to discuss reasons why people on Fletcher Avenue do not use crosswalks, which are depicted in Figure 7.  More than a third of individuals discussed people being impatient of in a hurry as a reason people do not use crosswalks when crossing Fletcher Avenue.  Participants provided responses such as, “[They are] too busy trying to get where they need to go”, and “[They are] in a rush, if they see it is clear they just cross.” Related to people being impatient or in a hurry, the next most commonly received response was that the crosswalks are not located in convenient locations.   Other common responses were that people did not perceive the crosswalks to be safe, and that people either did not know the rules or did not care about them enough to use crosswalks.  Less common responses included people who did not want to follow rules, habit to not use crosswalks, alcohol or drug use, and peer pressure.



Barriers to Using Crosswalks on Fletcher Avenue 

 “It is not always convenient to walk to the crosswalk. 
This is the only reason I can think of why someone 
would avoid safety.” 
 

 “Lack of convenience. When trying to get to the 
Family Dollar and the laundry mat, there is no 
crosswalk nearby.” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AmyRelated to people being impatient or in a hurry, the second most commonly received response was that the crosswalks are not located in convenient locations. For example, 



Family Dollar/Laundry mat 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Amy



Motivators to Use crosswalks on Fletcher Avenue 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
AmyWhen individuals were asked what they thought may motivate people to use crosswalks more often, over one-quarter of individuals discussed police presence or police issuing citations as a motivator that may encourage people who do not currently use crosswalks to use the crosswalks more often.  Other common responses included built environment changes such as installing more crosswalks; changing the color of the rapid flashing beacons from yellow to red; installing more signage to alert drivers of the new crosswalks and their responsibility to yield to pedestrians; decreasing the wait time for the pedestrian signals to change at signalized intersections; and adding more bus stops near the existing crosswalks.  Individuals also discussed the need for more education and marketing campaigns to encourage people to use the crosswalks properly, as depicted in Figure 8.



Fletcher Avenue Mid-Block Crossing 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Amy



Talking about safe walking & biking 

 “Outreach; public outreach by walking the streets 
and open promotion.” 
 

 “What you are doing – talking, walking, by the same 
people every day.”  
 

 “Do what you are doing. Give out safety items, vests, 
and lights.” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AmyWhen interview participants were asked where they would look for information if they wanted to learn more about safe walking and bicycling, the most common response was to look online, with several specific recommendations such as Google, Facebook, and the Hillsborough County, and FDOT websites.  Another common answer was to talk to people, such as law enforcement, on-the-street ambassadors, local residents, family members, and crossing guards.  Other sources where they may look for information include the library, newspapers, television, the driver license office, buses and bus stations, the health department, and schools. Overwhelmingly, the majority of people mentioned some form of face-to-face interaction, and a large proportion of these individuals recommended some type of on-the-street ambassador to talk about safe walking and biking.  Examples of responses include: “Outreach; public outreach by walking the streets and open promotion”, and “What you are doing – talking, walking, by the same people every day”.  They also recommended the use of print materials and incentives to help engage people to stop and talk with the ambassadors; for example, one respondent stated “Do what you are doing. Give out safety items, vests, and lights”.  Other ideas for face-to-face interactions included listening to information presented at community meetings, schools, churches, and special events.  Additionally, several people mentioned talking with police officers about safe walking and biking would be a beneficial means of communication.  A large number of respondents also discussed marketing campaigns as a helpful way to reach people with safe walking and biking messages; ideas offered by interview participants included television, newspaper, and radio advertisements, as well as social media posts.  Lastly, interview participants were asked to discuss who they would trust to talk to about safe walking and biking.  The largest proportion of people responded that they would trust the information received from a police officer.  Other common responses included family members, friends, pastors, and people like themselves.  Some interviewees also identified researchers, public officials, teachers, employers, medical personnel, county workers, crossing guards, and neighbors as people they would trust to talk to about safe walking and biking. 



Hillsborough County’s  
Fletcher Avenue Safety Brochure 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an example of the Fletcher Avenue safety brochure that was developed by Hillsborough County.  This gives information about the newly installed Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacons and how to use them.  This was the information given to participants of the in-depth interviews.



Conclusions 

 Dangerous behaviors continue to exist after completion 
of the Fletcher Avenue Complete Streets project. 

 Approximately half of users still feel unsafe. 
 To influence behavior change, it is important to 

completely understand the problem, and identify what 
the important barriers are that people are facing. 

 A 3 “E” approach is critical to encourage safe driver, 
pedestrian and bicyclist behaviors. 

 Continuing education is important after Complete Streets 
are in place. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Amy and JulieThe findings of this research are significant as it provides support for the concept that although important, built environment improvements by themselves do not necessarily change pedestrian and bicyclist behaviors.  This study found that dangerous behaviors continued to exist directly after the completion of a Complete Streets project despite infrastructure improvements that were intended to influence behavior change.  For example, although six additional state-of-the-art pedestrian crosswalks were installed along Fletcher Avenue, the observational data from this study showed that a larger percentage of pedestrians crossed the street outside of the marked crosswalks after the completion of the Complete Streets project.  Additionally, many of the behaviors that improved after the completion of the Complete Streets project, such as waiting for the crosswalk signal to change before crossing, properly using the crosswalk signal button, and biking in the designated bike lanes rather than on the sidewalk, did so only incrementally.  Perhaps even more notably, after the completion of the Fletcher Avenue Complete Streets project many individuals still felt unsafe using the improved infrastructure.  The intent of a Complete Streets project is to create a street for everyone, yet pedestrians and bicyclists still felt that this street was not designed to keep them safe.  The on-the-spot surveys showed a small decrease in the percentage of pedestrians and bicyclists who felt safe traveling on Fletcher Avenue after the completion of the Complete Streets project, and the in-depth intercept interviews highlighted that nearly half of participants still did not feel safe walking and biking on Fletcher Avenue for reasons such as such as vehicles not yielding at the crosswalks, previous crash experiences by themselves or a family member/friend, distracted drivers, turning vehicles at intersections, vehicles speeding, low visibility in the crosswalks (especially at night), and issues with the crosswalk signals not working properly.  Additionally, the third most often cited barrier to not using the crosswalks on Fletcher Avenue was that the crosswalks are not safe.  To influence behavior change, it is important to completely understand the problem, and identify what the important barriers are that people are facing.  Tailored educational messages and strategies can then be developed to complement the built environment investments to influence positive pedestrian and bicyclist behaviors.  The findings from this study provide valuable data concerning the behaviors, barriers, and motivations of pedestrians and bicyclists who regularly use Fletcher Avenue; for example, when interview participants were asked what the best way to talk with people about safe walking and biking would be, the largest majority of individuals recommended some form of street-level communication.  This recommendation can be translated to practice with on-the-street education ambassadors present on Fletcher Avenue to talk with people about their behaviors, encourage them to use the street safely, and demonstrate how to properly use the crosswalks and bike lanes.  As data may continue to show what the future contribution will be to how this Complete Street has affected crashes, the engineering solution alone hasn’t had a major impact on behavior change.  It is important to consider the role of individual attitudes, such as perceptions of personal safety, and what impact attitudes have on behavior change.  This study highlights the importance of continued education after Complete Streets are in place, as there is still often more work to be done to change attitudes and ultimately impact behavior.
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